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To investigate the reason why low-carbon steels with carbon-clusters shows the maximum strength during low-temperature aging,

interactions between an edge dislocation and carbon clusters are performed through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Carbon clusters are

modeled based on atom probe tomography (APT) observations. To express a transition process of carbon configurations from solid solution state

to carbon cluster state to precipitation state during aging process, we reduce a carbon presence area with a fixed number of carbon atoms, i.e., the

carbon concentration can be continuously increased. The MD simulations can represent the age hardening/softening tendency observed in the

experiment and the carbon cluster state shows the maximum strength where the dislocation passes through the carbon cluster not by the Orowan

but by the cutting mechanism. The MD analysis found that partial clusters in the carbon cluster act as the main resistance to dislocation passage;

the biased distribution of carbon atoms is also confirmed in the actual observed carbon clusters by APT. A new interaction mechanism between

dislocation and carbon clusters is developed based on the phenomena in the MD simulations and the availability is discussed.
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1. Introduction

Fe0.045C (0.21 at%), after solution heat treatment, has

been reported to exhibit peak aging when subjected to an

isothermal aging treatment at 50°C for approximately 28 h.1)

The hardnesses of the aged material are 140Hv for the

as-solution-treated material, 200Hv for the specimen aged

approximately 28 h, and 180Hv for the specimen aged

approximately 128 days. Observations by atom probe

tomography (APT)2,3) have revealed that carbon atoms at

peak aging exist as carbon clusters in the solid-solution state

enriched at 1³2 at% in the region approximately 10³20 nm

in diameter. Such observations have also revealed that the

carbon clusters are distributed at intervals of approximately

20 nm in the two-dimensional view of APT data and at

intervals of approximately 30 nm if a square lattice

distribution is assumed using the number density and cluster

diameter.1) Given the observations reported thus far,1,46) this

steel material is understood to exhibit peak aging by

transitioning from the homogenous solid-solution state of

the solution-treated material to carbon clusters during aging;

it subsequently exhibits age-softening by changing its

morphology to ¾-carbides, etc. However, why carbon clusters

exhibit maximum hardness remains unclear.

Carbon clusters are highly concentrated solid-solution

regions heterogeneously distributed in a material. This

behavior of carbon clusters is one of the reasons why their

strengthening mechanism cannot be explained based on the

conventional solid-solution strengthening and precipitation

strengthening mechanisms. Here we simplify the interaction

between a carbon-cluster group and a dislocation. Some

segments of the dislocation encounter strong resistance in

the highly concentrated solid-solution region. The other

segments will then move between the carbon clusters, i.e., in

a region with a very low-carbon concentration, and will

bow out between the carbon clusters depending on their

resistance, which is expected to increase with increasing

carbon concentration in the carbon cluster. However, as the

distance between the carbon clusters increases, the length

of the dislocation segment bowing out also increases; thus,

a large driving force can be obtained with a small external

force when the dislocations overcome the carbon clusters. It

should be noted that, because the number of carbon atoms in

the material is essentially unchanged during aging treatment,

the concentration of carbon clusters, which closely related to

the resistance to dislocation motion, and the bow-out distance

between the carbon clusters are not independent. Hence,

understanding the influence of carbon concentration on the

resistance of carbon clusters and on the distance between

carbon clusters is necessary to understand the strengthening

mechanism of carbon clusters.

To investigate the relationship between the carbon

concentration of carbon clusters and their resistance to

dislocation motion, an atomic resolution to the phenomenon

is needed. Atomic-scale computer simulations are one tool

that can provide this resolution. First-principles calculations

based on quantum mechanics provide quantitative informa-

tion about the interactions between different elements;

therefore, with recently advances in computational capa-

bilities, the ability to directly compute the interaction

between dislocation cores and solute atoms in iron is playing

an important role in materials science.710) However,

molecular dynamics (MD) calculations, which can accom-

modate large-scale atomic systems by simplifying the

atomic interactions with approximate functions, can directly
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compute the interactions between dislocations and various

obstacles (e.g., solid-solution atoms,1113) precipitates,1418)

and grain boundaries1923)), and track the atomic-level lattice

defect dynamics that are difficult to observe experimentally.

Because the interaction between carbon clusters and

dislocations is an evolving phenomenon of lattice defects in

heterogeneous systems, we propose that an MD calculation

approach is effective to understand the strengthening

mechanism of carbon clusters.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the

strengthening mechanism of carbon clusters through an MD

simulation. For this purpose, we first model various carbon

states of the homogeneous solid-solution state, the carbon-

cluster state, and the precipitate state, which continuously

transform during the aging process. We then investigate the

interaction mechanism and the critical shear stresses for the

dislocation to pass through each carbon state and propose

a mechanism to express the interaction between carbon

clusters and a dislocation. This paper is structured as follows.

Section 2 describes the analysis model and conditions,

especially the modeling of the transition to a solid solution,

carbon clusters, and precipitation states. Section 3 describes

the results of the simulation of the interaction between a

dislocation and carbon clusters and their correspondence with

experiments. Section 4 discusses the strengthening mechan-

ism of carbon clusters, and Section 5 contains concluding

remarks.

2. Analysis Model and Conditions

2.1 Modeling of a carbon cluster

The carbon clusters characterized by APT have a carbon

concentration of 1³2 at% and a diameter of approximately

10 nm, and the distance between the centers of the clusters

is approximately 20³30 nm.1) In the present paper, analysis

models are constructed on the basis of actual APT

measurements and the shape of the carbon cluster is assumed

to be a sphere with diameter D. The carbon cluster is modeled

by randomly arranging N carbon atoms at stable interstitial

sites of the carbons in a spherical range of D diameters in

¡-Fe. The number N of carbon atoms is set to 630³640,

referring to the value (700) calculated from the measured

carbon concentration of APT. Because APT observations

can provide information about the spatial coordinates of

carbon atoms, the spatial coordinates can be used for the

carbon-cluster model; however, the detection rate of APT

is approximately 0.38, which makes information about the

spatial coordinates of all carbon atoms difficult to obtain.

Therefore, in the present study, a random arrangement of

carbon atoms is used.

By fixing the number of carbon atoms N that make up

the carbon cluster and changing the diameter D, the carbon

concentration of carbon clusters can be changed. In the

present study, we construct six carbon-cluster models of

D = 20, 15, 12.5, 10 (the observed diameter in APT), 7.5,

and 5 nm. Figure 1 shows the carbon atomic arrangements

and concentrations of representative carbon-cluster models.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the carbon concentration is 1.37 at%

in the D = 10 nm model, which is consistent with the

experimental range 1³2 at%. We confirm that the carbon

concentration decreases with increasing diameter D. Notably,

in the present study, the density of the number of carbon

clusters is fixed and the number of atoms constituting the

carbon clusters is kept constant even though the number

density of actual carbon assemblies decreases with aging

time, indicating Ostwald ripening.1)

Here, we discuss the reproducibility of the carbon-cluster

model used in the present paper by comparing the carbon

concentration distributions of the two carbon clusters

measured by APT and the carbon-cluster model produced

by random arrangement. Figure 2 shows the distribution of

carbon concentrations in each direction of the measured

carbon clusters and the carbon-cluster model (Fig. 1(b)). The

measurement region is 5 nm © 5 nm © 20 nm, including the

center of the carbon cluster. The square and triangular plots

Fig. 1 Carbon clusters with different diameters and concentration of carbon

atoms. Carbon cluster of (b) corresponds to the cluster observed by atom

probe tomography (APT).

Fig. 2 Comparisons of carbon atomic concentrations between the meas-

ured clusters by APT and the simulated cluster with the diameter of 10 nm

(Fig. 1(b)). Comparison region is 5 nm © 5 nm © 20 nm and comparison

direction is (a) x, (b) y and (c) z directions, respectively.
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are the results of carbon clusters measured by APT, and the

round plots are the results of carbon-cluster models with

randomly placed carbons. The shape of the two measured

clusters is confirmed to be spherical, with a diameter of

approximately 10 nm. In addition, the carbon concentration

near the center of the carbon cluster is approximately 1.5 at%

for both the measured cluster and the cluster model,

confirming that the randomly arranged cluster model well

reproduces the carbon concentration distribution. A short-

range-ordered structure may exist in the actual carbon

clusters; however, this issue has not yet been clarified.

Therefore, we do not model the existence of short-range-

ordered structures in carbon clusters in the present study.

2.2 Dislocation and carbon-cluster interaction model

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the analysis model used to

investigate the interaction between dislocations and carbon

clusters. The motion of a screw dislocation in a body-

centered cubic lattice is important for understanding the

mechanical properties of the material. However, the Peierls

potential is very high because of the dislocation core

structure; representing the dynamics of screw dislocations

that reflect the thermal activation process on a time scale

that MD simulations can handle is therefore difficult.

Consequently, in the present study, we attempt to investigate

the strengthening mechanism of carbon clusters by modeling

the interaction between an edge dislocation and carbon

clusters. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all

directions to remove the influence of the free surface. One

edge dislocation dipole is introduced in the analysis model

to satisfy the periodic boundary conditions. One carbon

cluster is then introduced at the center of the dipole. The

carbon cluster interacts with the left edge dislocation under

an applied shear strain £zy. However, in this case, the right

edge dislocation also moves in the ¹y direction and will

interact with the carbon cluster. To avoid this scenario, a

region with a high carbon concentration (13.3 at%) is

introduced to prevent the interaction between the right

dislocation and the carbon cluster.

The crystal orientations are ½�111�, ½1�12�, and [110] in the

x, y, and z directions, respectively. Because the measured

center-to-center distance of the carbon cluster by APT is

20³30 nm, let the analytical model size Lx in the x direction

be 20 nm, which enables allows us to represent the process

of one edge dislocation overcoming a group of carbon

clusters of diameter D aligned at intervals of 20 nm. When

carbon clusters with D = 20 nm are arranged, the adjacent

carbon clusters are in contact through the periodic boundary

condition; hence, when the dislocation enters the carbon-

cluster region, the situation is close to a solid-solution state.

As D is reduced from this state, it becomes the measured

carbon-cluster situation with D = 10 nm, and as it is further

reduced toward D = 5 nm, the carbon concentration becomes

very high, suggesting a situation similar to the interaction

between precipitates and dislocations. That is, decreasing D

to less than 20 nm simulates the process of the carbon

concentrating keeping a 20 nm interval from the solid-

solution state. It should be noted that, in the actual aging

process, the spacing of the carbon regions changes with

Ostwald ripening as the transition from solid solution to

carbon clusters to precipitates occurs. The other dimensions

of the analytical model, Ly and Lz, are 160 nm and 20 nm,

respectively. The total number of atoms is approximately

5.5 million.

After the initial atomic configuration is determined, each

shear stress component of the analysis model is relaxed via a

stress control procedure at 1K for 25 ps. Shear strain is then

added to the relaxed analysis model at a rate of _£zy ¼
5� 10

7 1/s at 1K to simulate the interaction between one

edge dislocation and carbon clusters.

The EAM potential of the FeC system by Hepburn

et al.24) is adopted for the interatomic potential. The MD

analysis is performed using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecu-

lar Massively Parallel Simulator25) for parallel calculations;

analyses of atomic information are carried out using the

visualization structure analysis tool OVITO.26)

3. Results

3.1 Critical shear stress to pass through carbon clusters

Figure 4 shows the stressstrain curves for each cluster

diameter D as solid lines. The dotted line shows the slope of

Fig. 3 Analysis model for investigating the interaction between an edge

dislocation and one carbon cluster with the diameter D.

Fig. 4 Stressstrain curves under shear deformation of each analysis model

containing the carbon cluster of diameter D. Open circles represent the

critical shear stress for the dislocation to pass through the carbon cluster

by either Orowan mechanism or cutting mechanism.
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the stressstrain curve in the elastic range. Figure 5 shows the

interaction between the dislocation and the carbon clusters of

A to D points described in the stressstrain curves at D = 5,

10, and 20 nm. The light-colored atoms are iron atoms of

the defect structure, and the black atoms are carbon atoms.

The inner regions surrounded by dotted lines correspond to

carbon clusters; the carbon atoms shown in the regions are

only those that exist adjacent to the slip plane of the

dislocation. The shear strains £zy for A, B, C, D, and E are

0.25, 1.1, 1.35, 1.48, and 1.5%, respectively. As shown in

Fig. 4, the slope of the stressstrain curve decreases for all

models when the shear stress ¸zy reaches approximately

100MPa. This behavior is attributed to the plastic strain

being obtained as the dislocation pairs introduced into the

analytical model begin to move. After the dislocation passes

through the A state and begins to interact with the carbon

cluster, the slope of the stressstrain curve approaches the

slope of the elastic region again in the model with small D

and ¸zy increases while maintaining its slope. This behavior

indicates that the motion of the dislocation is constrained by

the carbon cluster in this interval. However, as D increases,

the slope of the stressstrain curve alternates between small

and large values (the large slope is the same as the elastic

range); hence, the dislocation repeatedly progresses and stops

during the interval. By comparing the states of B with

different cluster diameters shown in Fig. 5, we confirmed that

the dislocation is more advanced in the case of D = 20 nm

than in the case of a small D.

Thereafter, the slope of the stressstrain curve decreases

dramatically for all models because the dislocation is freed

from the constraint from the carbon cluster and acquires a

large plastic strain due to the motion of the dislocation. The

shear stress ¸c required for the dislocation to pass through the

carbon cluster is represented as circle plots in Fig. 4. As

the size of the carbon cluster decreases from D = 20 nm to

the measured D = 10 nm (i.e., as the carbon concentration

increases), ¸c increases; then, as it decreases from D = 7.5 nm

to D = 5 nm, ¸c decreases. Consequently, the carbon-cluster

diameter that corresponds to the maximum strength measured

by APT and the carbon-cluster diameter that corresponds to

the maximum strength in the MD simulation show good

agreement.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the hardness H due to

isothermal aging in actual experiments is 140Hv for the as-

solution-treated material, 200Hv for the material aged 28 h,

and 180Hv for the material aged approximately 128 days.

We assume the solid-solution state for the as-solution-treated

steel, the cluster state for the steel aged 28 h, and the

precipitated state for the steel aged 128 days and correlate

these states to those of D = 20 nm, 10 nm, and 5 nm in this

analytical model, respectively. The ratios of ¸c/H obtained

in the atomic simulations and those obtained experimentally

are calculated to be 5.1, 4.8, and 4.8MPa/Hv, showing a

good correlation. Interestingly, we obtain a good correlation

despite focusing on edge dislocations and fixing the distance

between carbon clusters.

3.2 Mechanism of dislocation passing through carbon

clusters

In the previous section, we confirmed that the maximum

strength was observed for the measured carbon clusters (D =

10 nm). In this section, we investigate the mechanism of a

Fig. 5 Interaction between the dislocation and carbon cluster with diameter of (a) D = 5 nm, (b) D = 10 nm and (c) D = 20 nm under

shear deformation. Gray colored and black colored atoms represent the iron atoms in disordered structures and carbon atoms,

respectively. The numbers in (a) represent the shear strain £zy and underlined capital letters represent the critical states of each model.
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dislocation passing through carbon clusters. Figure 5 shows

the interaction between the dislocation and the carbon

clusters; the underlined symbol states correspond to the

critical state (¸c). As shown in Fig. 5(b), (c), for D = 10

and 20 nm, the dislocations move in the carbon clusters.

We therefore consider this mechanism of dislocation passing

through carbon clusters to be the cutting mechanism. By

contrast, as shown in Fig. 5(a), for D = 5 nm, the

dislocations cannot penetrate into the carbon clusters because

of the higher carbon concentration, indicating that the

dislocation bows out greatly between the carbon clusters.

The dislocation then continues to move beyond the critical

state of C, and a linear screw dislocation dipole is formed in

the direction parallel to the direction of the edge dislocation

motion. If these screw dislocations are close to each other

and annihilation occurs, an Orowan loop27) can be formed

around the carbon cluster; however, no annihilation occurs

in this analysis because of the very high Peierls potential of

the screw dislocations. This trend has been confirmed in

previous MD analyses.14) In the present study, we consider

this mechanism of dislocation passing through carbon

clusters leaving a screw dislocation dipole to be the Orowan

mechanism. We also confirm that the mechanism of

D = 7.5 nm is the Orowan mechanism. That is, the maximum

strength is observed when the carbon-cluster diameter

transitions from the Orowan mechanism to the cutting

mechanism, and the mechanism of dislocation passing

through the carbon clusters corresponding to the measured

D = 10 nm is found to be the cutting mechanism.

To examine the cutting mechanism in greater detail, we

show a snapshot of D = 10 nm at £zy = 1.35% in Fig. 6.

This figure indicates that the dislocation is pinned to the

circled group of carbon atoms. That is, the carbons in the

carbon clusters form partial clusters, which can function as

an obstacle to dislocations. As a result, in the interaction

between a dislocation and carbon clusters, large dislocation

bow out between carbon clusters and small dislocation bow

out within carbon clusters coexist; we can therefore consider

the mixing of the two different dislocation bow-out

phenomena as a characteristic mechanism of a dislocation

passing through the carbon clusters.

4. Discussion

4.1 Strengthening mechanism of carbon clusters

In Section 3, by simulating the interaction between

dislocations and carbon clusters, we revealed that 1) the

cutting mechanism transitions to the Orowan mechanism

with decreasing carbon-cluster diameter, 2) the maximum

strength due to the cutting mechanism in an actual measured

carbon-cluster model (D = 10 nm), 3) the pinning of

dislocations by partial clusters within the carbon cluster,

and 4) two-scale dislocation bow-out phenomena between

and within the carbon cluster. In this section, on the basis

of the aforementioned findings, we attempt to model the

strengthening mechanism of carbon clusters.

4.1.1 Three types of carbon-cluster strengthening

mechanisms

To express the interaction between a dislocation and

carbon clusters as simply as possible, we use the general

dislocationobstacle interaction model shown in Fig. 7(a).

Let the resistance of the obstacle be Fc, the bow-out length be

L, the Burgers vector be b, the line tension of the dislocation

be T, and the angle at which the dislocation overcomes the

obstacle be ªc (0 ¯ ªc ¯ ³). Let the critical shear stress be ¸c,

which can be obtained as follows:27)

¸c ¼
Fc

bL
¼

2T cosðªc=2Þ
bL

ð1Þ

That is, if we determine the resistance force Fc of the obstacle

and the bow-out length L, we obtain the critical shear stress

¸c.

Based on the results of the atomic simulations obtained in

Section 3, we consider three strengthening mechanism

models: the first is the Orowan mechanism observed when

D is small, as shown in Fig. 7(b). In this case, the entire

carbon cluster acts as an obstacle to the dislocation, and its

resistance is greater than 2T. The second and third

mechanisms are the cutting mechanisms confirmed in the

region where D is large, as shown in Fig. 7(c), (d). The

partial clusters within the carbon clusters function as

obstacles, and two types of dislocation bow-out distances

can be considered: between clusters (Fig. 7(c)) and between

partial clusters within clusters (Fig. 7(d)). We represent these

three strengthening mechanisms as a function of D and

consider that the strengthening mechanism with the smallest

¸c among these mechanisms in each D is activated when the

dislocation passes through the carbon clusters. Therefore,

modeling these strengthening mechanisms requires a partial

cluster classification of carbon clusters, a determination of

the distance between partial clusters, and the resistance of

partial clusters. We will discuss each of these items in the

following subsections.

4.1.2 Partial cluster classification of carbon clusters

As shown in Fig. 6, the carbon atoms constituting the

carbon cluster are enriched in the sub-regions, which indicate

that they form partial clusters. Therefore, a carbon cluster

is considered to be composed of multiple partial clusters and

the carbon atoms constituting the carbon cluster are classified

into partial clusters according to the following procedure.

First, we focus on a carbon atom in a carbon cluster and

register the neighboring carbon atoms within rc distance from

Fig. 6 Partial clusters acting as obstacles to a cutting dislocation in a

carbon cluster with the diameter D = 10 nm. Gray colored and black

colored atoms represent the iron atoms in disordered structures and carbon

atoms, respectively.
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the atom of focus. Next, for the registered carbon atoms, we

search for and register their neighboring carbon atoms within

rc in the same manner. We then run this process repeatedly

until no more carbon atoms are located within rc in the

vicinity of all the registered carbon atoms and finally group

the registered carbon atoms into a single partial cluster.

Figure 8(a) is the result of classification of carbon clusters

with D = 10 nm into partial clusters. Atoms of the same color

belong to the same partial cluster, and the color represents the

number of atoms Np that make up the partial cluster. In this

paper, we set rc = 0.7 nm. Here, rc µ 2.5b; thus, the size of

rc corresponds to the size of the dislocation core.27) The

relationship between the diameter of the carbon cluster D and

the number of carbon atoms Np is shown in Fig. 9(a). White

circles denote Np for each partial cluster, and black circles are

their average values. As D becomes smaller, in other words,

as the carbon concentration increases, the maximum Np of the

partial cluster becomes larger, and we can confirm that the

average value of Np also increases. Np of a single partial

cluster exceeds 500 for D = 7.5 nm, which means that the

carbon cluster consists almost entirely of a single partial

cluster. With reference to the information on Np and its

average value obtained by the atomic model, the relationship

between D and Np is expressed by Np = 6(10/D)5 + 1 and

the relation is shown by solid lines in Fig. 9(a). We reproduce

the tendency for Np to approach 1 asymptotically when D is

larger than 20 nm and Np to become larger as D becomes

smaller. Notice that the estimated Np is larger than the

averaged Np obtained by the MD analysis. The reason for this

is explained in Section 4.1.5.

4.1.3 Distance between partial clusters

As shown in Fig. 6, the dislocation bow out occurs

between partial clusters when the dislocation enters carbon

clusters. To evaluate the resistance of the partial clusters, we

calculate the distance L between the partial clusters; L can be

obtained as the average distance between partial clusters on

the slip plane as L ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2³=3f
p

ðd=2Þ, where d is the diameter

of the partial cluster and f is the volume fraction of the partial

cluster in the carbon cluster. Diameter d can be calculated

as d ¼ 0:247N1=3
c

by taking the carbon concentration of the

partial cluster to be approximately 60 at%. At the carbon

concentration assumed here, the average carbon interatomic

distance is approximately 0.2 nm. After d is determined, we

can find f geometrically. The obtained relationship between

the partial cluster distance L and D is shown in Fig. 9(b).

For reference, the distance between the carbon clusters is

also shown. This relationship indicates that the distance

between partial clusters takes a minimum value at D µ 10 nm

and that the distance between partial clusters decreases with

decreasing D until D µ 10 nm.

To examine the validity of the estimation, we measured the

distances between partial clusters within the carbon cluster of

the atomic model. In the partial clusters in the carbon cluster

shown in Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b) shows only the partial clusters

whose constituent carbon atoms are adjacent to the slip plane.

The region adjacent to the slip plane is the same as the region

shown in Fig. 5(b). Next, as shown in Fig. 8(c), in each

partial cluster, the carbon atom most adjacent to other carbon

atoms is the representative point of the partial cluster;

Delaunay triangulation28) is then performed on the repre-

sentative points. The average value of the length of each side

of these triangle elements is set as the distance between the

partial clusters. Figure 9(b) shows the distances between

the partial clusters obtained by the atomic model with black

circles. The geometrically obtained solid line and the atomic

Fig. 7 Three types of mechanisms to dislocation pass through carbon cluster with different diameters of D. (a) critical shear stress for

dislocation to pass through obstacles. Obstacles are (b) carbon clusters and (c), (d) partial clusters. Bow-out lengths are (b), (c) between

carbon clusters and (d) between partial clusters.

Fig. 8 Partial clusters in one carbon cluster with D = 10 nm. (a)

Distinction of partial clusters in the whole carbon cluster. (b) Partial

clusters of which constituent atoms exist near the dislocation-slip plane.

(c) Representative atoms for each partial cluster connected by the

Delaunay triangulation. Atomic color represents the number of carbon

atoms in partial clusters Np.
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model results correspond well, confirming the validity of the

partial cluster distances L and D constructed here.

4.1.4 Resistance of carbon clusters

Since we have thus far modeled the partial cluster

classification within a carbon cluster and the distance

between partial clusters, we here model the last remaining

parameter: the resistance of partial clusters. That is, we

construct a relationship between cos(ªc/2), which represents

the resistance of the partial cluster in eq. (1), and the number

of carbon atoms Np constituting the partial cluster.

To obtain this relationship, we perform an interaction

simulation of a single dislocation loop and eight partial

clusters, as shown in Fig. 10. The dislocation loop with a

diameter of 30 nm is introduced using the displacement field

around the dislocation loop obtained from elastic theory.29)

The partial cluster comprises Np carbon atoms randomly

placed at the O-site so that the carbon concentration is

approximately 55 at%. The center of each cluster is

positioned on the slip plane of the dislocation loop. This

carbon concentration is approximately the same as that

obtained in Section 4.1.3. It should be noted, changing the

size of the region of the partial cluster will also change Np.

The analysis temperature is set at 1K, the self-force of the

dislocation loop is used to interact with the partial clusters,

and the critical dislocation bow-out angle ªc when passing

through each partial cluster is measured. Between partial

clusters 3 and 4, 7 and 8, the dislocation has a complete edge

component; between partial clusters 1 and 2, 5 and 6, the

dislocation has a complete screw component. However,

because of the high Peierls potential of the screw dislocation,

the dislocation may not be able to bow out between partial

clusters 5 and 6 shown in Fig. 10. Therefore, we consider

ªc for partial clusters 3, 4, 7, and 8 in the present study.

Figure 9(c) shows the relationship between cos(ªc/2) and

Np measured by atomic simulation with black circles. The

resistance of the partial cluster increases with increasing Np,

and the critical dislocation bow-out angle ªc becomes 0 when

Np is approximately 12. The fitting curve of the results is

shown as the solid line. The obtained relational expression

is cos(ªc/2) = (Np/11)
0.55, which confirms that the results of

the atomic simulation are well reproduced.

4.1.5 Applicability of the strengthening mechanism

Based on the results of the previous sections, we can

obtain the critical shear stresses of the three carbon cluster

and dislocation strengthening mechanisms shown in Fig. 7.

We here investigate whether these three types of strengthen-

ing mechanisms can reproduce the results obtained in atomic

simulations. Figure 11 shows the relationship between the

critical shear stress ¸c and the carbon-cluster diameter D. The

black plots represent the critical shear stresses obtained by

the atomic simulations shown in Fig. 4. The dashed line

shows the Orowan mechanism (resistance: whole carbon

cluster, distance between obstacles: between carbon clusters),

the solid line shows cutting mechanism 1 (resistance: partial

cluster, distance between obstacles: between carbon clusters),

and the single dotted line shows cutting mechanism 2

(resistance: partial cluster, distance between obstacles:

between partial clusters). As evident from the derivation

process, cutting mechanism 2 is the same as the conventional

solid-solution strengthening theory.27) The values required to

determine the line tension T of the dislocation are ¡ = 0.278,

® = 80GPa, and b = 0.247 nm.

First, we focus on clusters with a small range of D that

enables them to pass via the Orowan mechanism in the

atomic simulation. The dashed line corresponding to the

Orowan mechanism well reproduces the ¸c of D = 5 and

7 nm obtained by atomic simulations. Moreover, an addi-

tional calculation for a carbon cluster with smaller D (white

Fig. 9 Relationship among cluster diameter D, number of carbon atoms in partial cluster Np, dislocation bow-out length L and obstacle

strength cos(ªc/2) to estimate critical shear stresses for dislocation to pass through carbon clusters. (a) Np vs. D. (b) L vs. D. (c) cos(ªc/2)

vs. Np.

Fig. 10 Interaction between a dislocation loop and small carbon clusters to

evaluate the strength of partial clusters in the carbon cluster.
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circles) shows that the Orowan mechanism occurs and that ¸c
well reproduces the theoretical value.

Next, we focus on a larger region of D = 20 nm. In this

region, there is no distance between carbon clusters because

the neighboring carbon clusters are adjacent to each other; in

addition, the number of carbon atoms Np constituting the

partial clusters is almost one. Thus, the clusters are in a solid-

solution state. Therefore, cutting mechanism 2 represents

solid-solution strengthening represented by the single dotted

line. To confirm the validity of cutting mechanism 2, we

performed additional calculations with D = 20 nm and with

the carbon concentration lowered to 0.06 at%. Here, the

number of carbon atoms constituting the carbon cluster is

reduced, which precludes a comparison of the results with

those obtained using models with a constant number of

carbon atoms. Therefore, we estimate the carbon-cluster

diameter D required to reduce the carbon concentration to

0.06 at% while keeping the number of carbon atoms constant,

as in the other models. The obtained D is plotted in the white

square in Fig. 11, demonstrating that carbon clusters with a

thin carbon concentration can be well reproduced by cutting

mechanism 2 and explained by the solid-solution strengthen-

ing mechanism.

Finally, we focus on regions D = 10, 12.5, and 15 nm. The

¸c obtained by atomic simulations in this region cannot be

explained by the Orowan mechanism or the solid-solution

strengthening mechanism. The best representation of this

region is cutting mechanism 1 (solid line). That is, the partial

clusters act as obstacles to dislocations and dislocation bow

out occurs between the carbon clusters. In the present study,

we reproduce the state of carbon clusters in the atomic model

with a diameter of D = 10 nm by using information from

APT analysis of the carbon cluster showing peak aging;

hence, the strengthening mechanism of the carbon clusters

that exhibited peak aging can be explained by the partial

clusters caused by the deviation of the carbon atoms in the

carbon clusters.

As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, the fitting result for Np and

D shown in Fig. 9(a) is larger than the average of the results

obtained in the atomic simulations. This curve fits the

measured and predicted strength of the carbon clusters shown

in Fig. 11, which means that the partial clusters actually

responsible for the strength are partial clusters with Np greater

than the average value of Np. In addition, another peak of

strength that does not appear in the simulated values is

observed between cutting mechanism 1 and cutting mechan-

ism 2 shown in Fig. 11. This additional peak appears because

the critical stress in cutting mechanism 1 diverges when the

carbon-cluster diameter D approaches 20 nm because the

distance of dislocation bow out approaches 0. In fact, because

the partial clusters in the carbon cluster do not necessarily

exist at the edge of the carbon-cluster region, the bow-out

distance exhibits a finite length. Moreover, because the

self-interaction30,31) (the bow-out stress of the dislocation

decreases because of the elastic interaction between the

dislocations facing each other during the dislocation bow out)

occurs during the dislocation bow out, we speculated that

we could reproduce the measured values more accurately if

we took these factors into account in our modeling.

4.2 Partial clustering

In this study, atomic simulations of the interaction between

carbon clusters and one dislocation are performed and partial

clustering of carbon clusters is shown to act as strong

obstacles to dislocation motion, which can explain the

transition from age-hardening to age-softening observed in

the experiment. Specifically, the heterogeneous distribution

of carbon atoms in carbon clusters is important. In our

analysis models, the carbon atoms are randomly arranged; the

structural relaxation is then carried out for 25 ps relaxation

calculations at 1K. However, the diffusion of the carbon

atoms is a difficult condition to occur practically; hence, the

heterogeneity of the carbon atoms is due to the random initial

arrangement. That is, the clustering of our analysis models

has a strong stochastic aspect, with little contribution from

physical driving forces.

To verify whether partial clustering occurs in the actual

carbon clusters, we perform the partial cluster classification

described in Section 4.1.2 on the carbon atomic data

measured by APT and compare it with the results of the

atomic simulation. The average number of carbon atoms

constituting the partial cluster at each carbon concentration

is shown in Fig. 12. The large black circles are the results

of the atomic simulation, and the large white circles are the

APT results. For reference, small black circles indicate Np

of partial clusters, where carbon atoms have randomly been

positioned in space to various carbon concentrations and

have not performed any relaxation calculations. First, the

results of the atomic simulations of the large black circles

and the random arrangement of the small black circles show

that Np increases with increasing carbon concentration.

Therefore, the random arrangement of carbons is confirmed

to cause a spatial deviation in the arrangement of carbon

atoms, resulting in partial clustering. Next, we focus on the

results of the two clusters characterized by APT (white

circles). The analysis region of the clusters is a spherical

region with a diameter of 5 nm, centered on the region of

carbon enrichment. The Np of APT shows a trend similar to

that of atomic simulations and random configurations; that is,

Fig. 11 Prediction of critical shear stresses for dislocation to pass through

carbon clusters with different diameters by three types of dislocation-

carbon cluster interaction mechanisms.
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if the detection rate of APT, which is 0.38, is considered to

be constant in the analysis region, carbon atoms in the actual

carbon cluster also deviated in space and partially clustered.

Notably, the carbon atoms transition from a solid-solution

state to a carbon cluster and then to a carbide with increasing

aging time in the experiment; thus, a short-range-ordered

structure is likely formed by direct interactions between

carbon atoms or by indirect interactions through elastic fields.

Although the mechanism of partial clustering in carbon

clusters should be clarified with the aforementioned effects

taken into account32) in the future, we can understand through

the present analysis that the heterogeneous distribution of

carbon atoms occurs in actual carbon clusters and that partial

clustering is the dominant factor strongly influencing the

strength of carbon clusters.

4.3 Future work

In the present study, we analyzed the interaction between

an edge dislocation and carbon clusters and gained extensive

knowledge about the strengthening mechanism of carbon

clusters. Finally, the following items are to be considered for

further consideration of the strengthening mechanism.

4.3.1 Mechanism of partial clustering

We found that partial clustering in carbon clusters is the

dominant factor in the strengthening mechanism of carbon

clusters by atomic simulations and confirmed the possibility

that carbon clusters measured by APT are also partially

clustered; however, the formation mechanism of partial

clusters remains to be investigated in the future.

4.3.2 Mechanisms for the development of resistance in

partial carbon clusters

Atomic simulations reveal that the resistance of partial

clusters increases with an increase in the number of carbon

atoms constituting the partial cluster; however, the origin of

the mechanism needs to be investigated in detail.

4.3.3 Influence of high Peierls potential of screw

dislocations

In the present work, the interaction between an edge

dislocation and a carbon cluster was investigated; however,

the motion of screw dislocations is considered to be closely

related to strength in steel materials. Therefore, the

interaction between the screw dislocations and the carbon

clusters needs to be investigated.

4.3.4 Influence of finite temperatures

The interaction between edge dislocations and carbon

clusters was modeled at the analysis temperature of 1K;

thus, the effect of finite temperature on the interaction was

not taken into account. Therefore, studying the temperature

dependence of the solid solution, carbon cluster, and

precipitation states to understand the strength of steel

materials under actual finite temperatures is important.

5. Conclusion

In this study, MD simulations of the interaction between a

dislocation and carbon clusters were performed based on

the information obtained by APT to investigate the mechan-

ism of the peak strength of carbon clusters in steel materials

during aging. To represent the transition process of the state

of existence of carbon atoms with aging, we modeled the

solid-solution state, carbon-cluster state, and precipitation

state by changing the size of the region of existence with a

constant number of carbons. The results are summarized as

follows:

(1) The age-hardening curve of the experiment can be

reproduced by MD simulation, and the carbon clusters

showed peak strength.

(2) The deviation of the carbon atoms constituting the

carbon clusters leads to the formation of partial clusters

within the carbon clusters, and these partial clusters

effectively resist dislocation motion.

(3) The dislocation passes through carbon clusters that

exhibit peak strength by cutting.

(4) The reinforcement mechanism changes with the size of

the region where carbon is present.

(5) The carbon atoms are also deviated in the carbon

clusters characterized by APT, indicating that the actual

carbon clusters may be partially clustered.
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